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G E N E R A L A R T I C L E
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affinity for HSPGs and LRP4
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Abstract

Agrin is a large extracellular matrix protein whose isoforms differ in their tissue distribution and function.
Motoneuron-derived y+z+ agrin regulates the formation of the neuromuscular junction (NMJ), while y−z− agrin is widely
expressed and has diverse functions. Previously we identified a missense mutation (V1727F) in the second laminin globular
(LG2) domain of agrin that causes severe congenital myasthenic syndrome. Here, we define pathogenic effects of the agrin
V1727F mutation that account for the profound dysfunction of the NMJ. First, by expressing agrin variants in heterologous
cells, we show that the V1727F mutation reduces the secretion of y+z+ agrin compared to wild type, whereas it has no
effect on the secretion of y−z− agrin. Second, we find that the V1727F mutation significantly impairs binding of y+z+ agrin
to both heparin and the low-density lipoprotein receptor-related protein 4 (LRP4) coreceptor. Third, molecular modeling of
the LG2 domain suggests that the V1727F mutation primarily disrupts the y splice insert, and consistent with this we find
that it partially occludes the contribution of the y splice insert to agrin binding to heparin and LRP4. Together, these findings
identify several pathogenic effects of the V1727F mutation that reduce its expression and ability to bind heparan sulfate
proteoglycan and LRP4 coreceptors involved in the muscle-specific kinase signaling pathway. These defects primarily impair
the function of neural y+z+ agrin and combine to cause a severe CMS phenotype, whereas y−z− agrin function in other
tissues appears preserved.

Introduction
Congenital myasthenic syndromes (CMSs) are a heterogenous
group of genetic disorders characterized by muscle weakness
and fatigability due to impaired neuromuscular transmission.
CMSs are classified according to the location of the affected pro-
tein in the presynaptic terminal, basal lamina or post-synaptic

membrane, and to date more than 20 disease-associated genes
have been identified (1,2). In most cases the genes encode pro-
teins directly involved in transmission, such as the synthesis of
the transmitter acetylcholine (CHAT) or the acetylcholine recep-
tor subunits (CHRN-A1, B1, D and E). However, in 15–20% of cases
the genes encode proteins in the agrin signaling pathway that
regulate the development and structure of the junction (1,3,4). At
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Figure 1. Agrin’s structure and position of the mutations. Schematic showing agrin’s domain structure, sites of alternative splicing and protein interactions. The Q353X

nonsense mutation introduces a premature stop in the third follistatin-like domain. The V1727F missense mutation lies in the LG2 domain. The LG2 domain interacts

with HSPGs and integrins, and possibly combines with LG1 to bind αDG, and with LG3 to bind the LRP4/MuSK complex. In addition, splicing at the y site in LG2 regulates

binding to HSPGs, and splicing at the z site in LG3 regulates binding to the LRP4/MuSK complex. Functional studies were performed using T1-Ag expression constructs

that encompass the C-terminal domains of agrin. FS, follistatin-like domain; S/T, serine–threonine rich domain; EGF, epidermal growth factor-like domain; LG, laminin

globular domain.

developing synapses, agrin is released by motor nerve terminals
and activates the low-density lipoprotein receptor-related pro-
tein 4 (LRP4)/muscle-specific kinase (MuSK) receptor complex
on muscle cells (reviewed in 5–7), triggering a signaling pathway
that promotes both pre- and post-synaptic differentiation (8–11).
Similarly, at mature synapses, agrin deposited in the synaptic
basal lamina helps maintain the structure of the neuromuscular
junction (NMJ; 12–14). Agrin is essential for development and
maintenance of the NMJ, therefore, and its deletion leads to
failure of neuromuscular transmission and muscle paralysis
(8,14).

Agrin is an atypical synaptogenic factor as it is a large extra-
cellular matrix molecule that occurs in multiple isoforms due to
alternative RNA splicing. Agrin’s synaptogenic activity is medi-
ated by laminin globular (LG) and epidermal growth factor (EGF)-
like repeats near the C-terminus, and splice inserts in these
domains regulate its binding to post-synaptic receptors. Most
notably, splice inserts at the LG2 domain y site confer binding to
heparan sulfate proteoglycans (HSPGs; 15–17), and inserts at the
third LG domain (LG3) z site confer binding to the LRP4/MuSK
receptor complex (18,19). Indeed, agrin isoforms that contain
both y and z inserts (y+z+) are neural specific and are specifi-
cally required for NMJ formation (20). In contrast, agrin isoforms
that lack y and z inserts (y−z−) are expressed in diverse tissues
including skeletal muscle, heart, bladder, blood vessels, immune
cells, kidney, cartilage, bone and brain and have alternative
functions in these tissues (21,22).

Several cases of CMS due to mutations in AGRN have now
been reported (23–28). The mutations lie in several different
domains of agrin and likely have a variety of pathogenic effects,
giving rise to some variance in the pattern of the disease. Most
mutations, however, are concentrated in agrin’s C-terminal LG
domains. Indeed, we previously identified a missense muta-
tion (V1727F) in the LG2 domain causing severe CMS with pro-
found NMJ defects (28), including smaller presynaptic terminals,
fragmented post-synaptic AChR clusters and reduced levels of
agrin in the basal lamina. Intriguingly, we found that the LG2
V1727F mutation significantly decreases the ability of z+ agrin to
activate MuSK and induce post-synaptic AChR clustering. Here,
we investigate the molecular basis by which the LG2 V1727F
mutation perturbs agrin expression and signaling and how this
leads to the specific CMS.

Results
Agrin’s domain structure, splicing and protein interactions are
shown in Figure 1, along with the position of the heteroallellic
Q353X and V1727F mutations that we found in our patient (28).
The nonsense Q353X mutation introduces a premature stop
codon in the third follistatin domain and results in a null allele.
Consequently, we focused on defining the pathogenic effects of
the missense V1727F mutation in the LG2 domain.

Expression of agrin V1727F mutant

Previously we showed that NMJs in the agrin CMS patient were
severely disrupted and that agrin immunostaining at the NMJ
was reduced compared to controls (28). To define the basis for
the decrease in agrin levels we compared the expression and
secretion of wild type (WT) and V1727F agrin and tested y+z+
(4,8) and y−z− (0,0) isoforms as both are localized at the NMJ
(20,29). As full length agrin is a extracellular matrix proteoglycan
that is largely insoluble and difficult to assay (22) we used a C-
terminal agrin fragment (Fig. 1) that is soluble and routinely used
in assays of receptor binding and AChR clustering (16,19,30).

To assay expression, we transfected COS cells with WT or
V1727F 4,8 and 0,0 agrin and then compared the levels of agrin
in the cellular fractions and media by immunoblotting with an
anti-agrin antibody. As shown in Figure 2A, we found that agrin
levels in the cell lysate were similar for WT and V1727F 4,8 and
0,0 agrin isoforms. All constructs appeared as two bands that
represent the mature glycosylated protein of ∼140 kD and either
a proteolytic breakdown product or immature non-glycosylated
core protein of ∼105 kD. Small differences in mobility between
y+z+ and y−z− agrin reflect the presence or absence of the 4
and 8 amino-acid splice inserts. Notably, however, we found a
striking decrease in V1727F 4,8 agrin levels in the conditioned
media compared to WT 4,8 agrin, but no difference in the levels
of V1727F 0,0 agrin and WT 0,0 agrin (Fig. 2A). Indeed, quantifi-
cation of the immunoblots showed that V1727F 4,8 agrin levels
in the media were reduced by ∼87% compared to WT 4,8 agrin
(P < 0.0001, n = 5 independent transfection experiments, analy-
sis of variance (ANOVA) and Tukey’s test), whereas V1727F 0,0
agrin levels were indistinguishable from WT 0,0 agrin (Fig. 2B).
Since WT and V1727F 4,8 and 0,0 agrin were detected at similar
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Figure 2. V1727F mutation impairs the secretion of y+z+ agrin. (A) Agrin

WT and V1727F y4z8 and y0z0 constructs were transiently expressed in COS

cells, and their amounts in the media (1/100th of total) and lysate (1/10th of

total) were compared by immunoblotting with anti-agrin antibody. All agrin

variants were detected at similar levels in the cell lysate and appeared as two

bands representing the mature glycosylated protein (∼140 kD) and a proteolytic

breakdown product or non-glycosylated form (∼110 kD). However, V1727F 4,8

agrin was detected at much lower levels in the conditioned media than WT 4,8,

WT 0,0 or V1727F 0,0 agrin. (B) Quantification showing that the media levels of

V1727F 4,8 agrin were significantly reduced compared to both WT 4,8 and 0,0

agrin (∗∗∗P < 0.0001 and P < 0.005, respectively, n = 5 independent transfection

experiments, ANOVA and Tukey test). In contrast, V1727F 0,0 agrin levels were

similar to WT 0,0 agrin and not significantly different to WT 4,8 agrin. Note

that as WT 4,8 and 0,0 agrin levels differ slightly (P < 0.05, n = 5, ANOVA and

Tukey test), V1727F 4,8 is best compared with WT 4,8 agrin, and V1727F 0,0 with

WT 0,0 agrin. In the cell lysate, no significant differences in agrin levels were

detected between any of the agrin variants. Thus, the V1727F mutation impairs

the secretion of y+z+ but not y−z− agrin from cells into the media.

levels in the cell lysate, these findings suggest that the V1727F
mutation does not reduce protein synthesis but rather that it
impairs the secretion of 4,8 agrin. Potentially, this may reduce
the functional levels of motoneuron-derived y+z+ agrin but not
muscle-derived y−z− agrin at the NMJ.

Agrin V1727F–receptor interactions

The V1727F mutation also impairs the ability of y+z+ agrin to
activate MuSK and cluster AChRs in the post-synaptic muscle
membrane (28). This is somewhat surprising as the mutation lies
in the LG2 domain rather than the LG3 domain that is thought
to bind the LRP4 coreceptor and thereby activate MuSK signaling
(31,32). We investigated, therefore, how the mutation impairs
agrin–MuSK signaling and if it involves defective interactions
with HSPG or LRP4 coreceptors.

The V1727F mutation lies near the y splice site (aa 1752) in
the LG2 domain, where inclusion of a 4 amino-acid (KSRK) insert
confers binding to HSPGs and increases agrin’s ability to activate
MuSK and induce AChR clustering by 5–10-fold (30,33,34).
Therefore, we tested whether the mutation might impair binding
to HSPGs acting as accessory receptors. To do this, we performed

Figure 3. V1727F mutation impairs binding to heparin. (A) Conditioned media

containing 25 nm WT and V1727F (V-F) agrin were incubated sequentially with

heparin Sepharose beads and then with Nickel beads to isolate any remaining

His6-tagged agrin. WT 4,8 agrin bound robustly to heparin beads, while V1727F

4,8 agrin bound weakly to heparin and was mostly recovered in the subsequent

Nickel bead pulldown. As expected, no heparin binding was detected for WT 0,0

agrin that lacks the y splice insert (KSRK). (B) Quantification showing that 23%

of V1727F 4,8 agrin was pulled down by heparin beads, compared to 74% of WT

4,8 agrin (∗∗∗P < 0.0001, n = 7, ANOVA and Tukey test) and 1% of WT 0,0 agrin

(P < 0.005, n = 7, ANOVA and Tukey test). Thus, the V1727F mutation significantly

reduces the binding of y4z8 agrin to heparin.

pulldowns of WT and V1727F agrin using heparin-Sepharose
beads, and then isolated any unbound His6-tagged agrin using
Nickel beads. As expected, we observed robust binding of WT 4,8
agrin to heparin beads, but no binding of WT 0,0 agrin (Fig. 3).
Most importantly, we found that binding of V1727F 4,8 agrin
to heparin was reduced by ∼70% compared to WT 4,8 agrin
(P < 0.0001, n = 7, ANOVA and Tukey’s test). Thus, the V1727F
mutation partially occludes the effect of the 4 amino-acid
(KSRK) insert on heparin binding and thereby impairs interaction
with HSPG accessory receptors. Together with previous works
(15–17), this suggests that agrin–HSPG receptor interactions
likely participate in LRP4/MuSK activation and/or downstream
AChR clustering.

Next, we tested whether the V1727F mutation impairs agrin
binding to the LRP4 coreceptor. For this, we expressed full-length
LRP4 in heterologous human embryonic kidney (HEK) cells,
which presumably lack other agrin receptors involved in synapse
formation. The transfected HEK cells were incubated with 10 nm
WT or V1727F 4,8 agrin for 30 min, and then immunostained
for bound exogenous agrin using anti-agrin (mAb131) or anti-
Flag antibody. As expected, we observed robust binding of WT
4,8 agrin to HEK cells expressing LRP4 but not to control (sham-
transfected) cells (Fig. 4A). In contrast, we detected only weak
binding of V1727F 4,8 agrin to LRP4 expressing cells (Fig. 4A).
No agrin binding was detected in cells treated with WT 0,0
agrin that has minimal affinity for LRP4, or in cells treated with
control media lacking agrin, confirming that agrin binding is
LRP4-dependent and neural (y+z+) agrin specific. Thus, y+z+
agrin binding to LRP4 is significantly reduced in the V1727F
mutant.
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Figure 4. Agrin binding to LRP4 is inhibited by V1727F mutation. (A) HEK cells

were transiently transfected with full-length LRP4 or empty vector and incubated

with 10 nm WT or V1727F agrin for 30 min. After washing, the cells were fixed

in methanol and bound agrin was detected with anti-agrin antibody (mAb131)

and AF594-conjugated secondary antibody. Images were acquired using identical

exposure times. Agrin 4,8 binding was clearly evident to LRP4-expressing cells

but not sham-transfected cells and was greatly reduced for V1727F compared to

WT 4,8 agrin. No WT 0,0 agrin binding to LRP4 expressing cells was detected,

confirming that the interaction is z+ isoform specific. Scale bar = 10 μm.

(B) Binding of WT and V1727F agrin to LRP4 was quantified using an On-Cell

Western assay. HEK cells expressing LRP4 were incubated with 10 nm agrin

for 30 min, and then bound agrin was detected with anti-agrin antibody and

IR680-conjugated secondary antibody and quantified with an Odyssey scanner.

Total values were corrected for non-specific binding, measured using sham-

transfected cells. Binding of V1727F 4,8 agrin to LRP4 was significantly reduced

compared to WT 4,8 agrin (by 82%; P < 0.0001, n = 9 independent transfection

experiments, ANOVA and Tukey test) and was similar to that of WT 0,0 agrin.

To quantitatively compare WT and V1727F agrin binding
to the LRP4 coreceptor we utilized an On-cell Western assay.
HEK cells expressing LRP4 were incubated with 10 nm agrin
for 30 min, washed, fixed and permeabilized in cold methanol,
and bound agrin was then detected with anti-agrin antibody
(mAb131) and IR680-conjugated anti-mouse secondary antibody.
Non-specific binding was determined using sham-transfected
cells, and signals were visualized with an Odyssey Fc imager
and quantified with Image Studio software. Consistent with
the immunostaining experiments, we found that V1727F 4,8
agrin binding to LRP4 was ∼80% lower than that of WT 4,8
agrin (P < 0.0001, n = 9, ANOVA and Tukey’s test), and similar
to WT 0,0 agrin (Fig. 4B). Together, these findings demonstrate
that the V1727F mutation significantly impairs agrin binding to
LRP4, suggesting that the LG2 domain contributes (either directly
or indirectly) to the interaction. This likely contributes to the
decreased ability of V1727F y+z+ agrin to activate MuSK and its
downstream signaling pathway.

Unexpectedly, we also found that agrin–LRP4 binding was
followed by internalization of the proteins from the cell surface.

This was clearly evident in time course experiments where HEK
cells expressing LRP4-mCherry were treated with WT 4,8 agrin
for 5, 10 or 30 min (Supplementary Material, Fig. 1). At 5 min,
agrin was detected predominantly on the cell surface or in small
vesicles that partially colocalized with LRP4-mCherry. However,
at 10–30 min agrin was mostly detected in large intracellular
puncta that were not colocalized with LRP4. Thus, following
internalization, agrin accumulates in large intracellular vesicles,
and LRP4 is either trafficked to a distinct intracellular compart-
ment or recycled back to the plasma membrane.

Structural effects of LG2 V1727F mutation

To gain structural insights into how the V1727F mutation
impacts agrin function we modeled the mutation using the
mouse agrin LG2 x-ray structure (PDB ID: 3PVE) as described
in Materials and Methods. As shown in Figure 5A and B, the LG
domain consists of a beta sheet sandwich and the connecting
loops on the upper edge constitute the hypervariable surface
that commonly mediates protein interactions (35). Valine 1727
lies in the β8 strand and the y splice site lies in the β10–11 loop,
on the lateral edge of the LG2 domain. As valine’s sidechains
face inward, substitution with the bulkier phenylalanine residue
likely alters the packing of the beta strands. Consequently, we
used Rosetta structural modeling software to examine how this
might impact the LG2 domain structure. First, we modeled the
KSRK insert at the y splice site, which was not present in the
LG2 crystal structure. The consensus models showed that this
positively charged insert forms a short outward-facing loop at
the edge of the beta sheet sandwich (Fig. 5A), readily accessible
for binding by HSPGs. Second, we generated relaxed models of
the WT and V1727F LG2 domains, to assess possible structural
changes due to the mutation. The 10 lowest energy models for
the WT and V1727F LG2 domain suggest that the mutation
causes minimal change in the beta sheets but probable shifts
in the position of loop regions on the hypervariable surface
(Fig. 5C and D). Most notable is a lateral shift in the position of
the β10–11 loop, which contains the KSRK insert. This shift of
the KSRK loop on the domain edge could impair heparin binding
and other interactions of the LG domain. Intriguingly, another
CMS mutation (G1709R) shown to destabilize the NMJ (23) lies
in the adjacent β6–7 loop on the hypervariable surface (Fig. 5E).
Moreover, substitution of glycine (1709) with arginine in our
model shows that its long sidechains clash with the KSRK loop
and could alter its position (Fig. 5F).

Our structural modeling suggests that the pathogenic effects
of the V1727F mutation involve disrupted structure and function
of the y splice insert. To assess this, we compared the functional
effects of the V1727F mutation on individual agrin y and z splice
variants. First, in assays of agrin expression in heterologous
COS cells, we found that the V1727F mutation greatly decreased
secretion of the 4,8 and 4,0 isoforms, but not the 0,8 and 0,0
isoforms (Fig. 6A). Second, we assayed agrin binding to heparin
conferred by the y4 insert (Fig. 6B and C) and found that the
V1727F mutation inhibited binding of the 4,8 and 4,0 isoforms by
64% and 44%, respectively, compared to WT agrin (P < 0.0001 and
P < 0.001, n = 4–7, ANOVA and Tukey’s test). Thus, the mutation
causes significant defects in agrin isoforms that contain the y4
insert. The analysis of the G1709R mutation that lies adjacent
to the y insert revealed milder functional defects. The G1709R
mutation did not reduce agrin protein levels in the cell lysate
or media (Fig. 6A), but decreased binding of the 4,8 isoform to
heparin by 29% (P = 0.01, ANOVA and Tukey’s test; Fig. 6B and C).

https://academic.oup.com/hmg/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/hmg/ddz081#supplementary-data
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Figure 5. Structural effects of LG2 domain V1727F mutation. (A) The mouse LG2 domain structure (PDB ID: 3PVE) is composed of a beta sheet sandwich with connecting

loops that form a hypervariable surface (top), which often mediates LG domain interactions with their binding partners. The KSRK insert at the y splice site (pink) was

modeled using Rosetta structural modeling software and forms an outward facing loop on the edge of the hypervariable surface (black arrow). The positively charged

residues on the hypervariable surface are shown with their sidechains in stick representation. The V1727F mutation is located in beta strand 8 and is depicted in

red. (B) Electrostatic surface representation showing the top surface of LG2 (rotated 90o from A). The KSRK insert is indicated by the large black arrow and introduces

additional positively charged residues (blue) on the hypervariable surface (arrows). (C) Comparison of multiple relaxed models of WT (orange) and V1727F (blue) LG2

domain structures. (D) Single WT and V1727F models showing that their structures differ most in the loops on the hypervariable surface (asterisks), with significant

shifts in some loops in V1727F (blue) compared to WT (orange). In particular, the KSRK insert loop is shifted laterally in the mutant structure. (E) Rear surface of the

LG2 domain (from A) showing the G1709R mutation (red) in the β6–7 loop that lies immediately adjacent to the KSRK insert (pink). (F) Top surface of the LG2 domain

(rotated 90o from E) showing arginine’s long sidechains (red) that may clash with the KSRK loop and thereby alter its position.

Conversely, substitution of glycine with the positively charged
arginine residue did not confer heparin binding to the 0,0 iso-
form. Thus, the G1709R mutation may also partially disrupt y
splice site function and this could contribute to its pathogenic
effects.

Finally, we assayed the effect of the y4 insert and mutation on
agrin binding to LRP4. Surprisingly, we found that LRP4 binding
was significantly reduced for WT 0,8 compared to WT 4,8 agrin
(Fig. 7A and B), indicating that the y4 insert contributes (either

directly or indirectly) to the apparent affinity of the LRP4 inter-
action. Thus, the decreased binding of V1727F 4,8 agrin to LRP4
approximates that observed for WT 0,8 agrin (Fig. 7B).

In summary, we find that V1727F 4,8 agrin binding to both
HSPGs and LRP4 resembles that of WT 0,8 agrin. This supports
our structural modeling and indicates that the mutation par-
tially occludes the function of the LG2 domain y splice insert.
As z inserts always occur in combination with y inserts (36), this
will impact all neural y+z+ agrin isoforms.
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Figure 6. Isoform-specific effects of V1727F mutation on agrin function.

(A) Agrin splice variants were expressed in COS cells in WT form or with V1727F

or G1709R mutations, and their levels in the media and cell lysate were compared

by immunoblotting with anti-agrin antibody. For V1727F mutants, media levels

were significantly reduced for the 4,8 and 4,0 isoforms but not the 0,8 and 0,0

isoforms. Media levels of the G1709R mutants were similar to WT, and all variants

were detected at similar levels in the cell lysate. Thus, the V1727F mutation

impairs the secretion of agrin y4 isoforms into the media. (B) Pulldowns of agrin

variants were performed sequentially using heparin- and then Nickel-beads.

The amount of agrin that bound to heparin beads was significantly reduced for

V1727F 4,8 and 4,0 isoforms compared to WT 4,8 and 4,0 agrin, and modestly

reduced for G1709R 4,8 agrin. (C) Quantification showing that ∼82% of WT 4,8 and

4,0 agrin were pulled down by heparin beads, compared to only 29% of V1727F

4,8 and 47% of V1727F 4,0 agrin (P < 0.0001 and P < 0.001, respectively, n = 4–7,

ANOVA and Tukey test). Heparin binding was also modestly reduced for G1709R

4,8 agrin (58%, P = 0.01, n = 4, ANOVA and Tukey test) and no binding was detected

for G1709R 0,0 agrin. Thus, the V1727F and G1709R mutations both reduce

y4-dependent binding to heparin.

Discussion
In this study we identify several pathogenic effects of the agrin
V1727F mutation that impair agrin function at the NMJ. These
defects mostly impact neural y+z+ agrin and thereby account
for the specific and severe CMS phenotype.

Agrin expression

The first pathogenic mechanism identified in this study is that
the V1727F mutation inhibits the secretion of y+z+ soluble agrin

Figure 7. Agrin-LRP4 binding is enhanced by the y4 insert. (A) HEK cells

transfected with full-length LRP4 or empty vector were incubated with 10 nm

WT 4,8 or 0,8 agrin for 30 min. Bound agrin was detected with anti-agrin

antibody and images were acquired using identical exposure times. LRP4 binding

was significantly lower for the 0,8 isoform compared to the 4,8 isoform. Scale

bar = 10 μm. (B) Quantification from On-cell Western assays shows that WT 0,8

agrin binds LRP4 at significantly lower levels than WT 4,8 agrin (decrease of 92%,

P < 0.0001, n = 9, ANOVA and Tukey test), and at levels similar to V1727F 4,8 agrin.

expressed in heterologous cells. This striking defect was limited
to y+ isoforms and likely involves structural changes in the y4
insert as suggested by our molecular modeling studies. Such
changes could then disrupt the conformation of y+z+ isoforms
and thereby impair their trafficking and secretion. Consistent
with this, both y and z splice inserts are thought to regulate
the conformation of neural agrin, as they confer binding of a
neural agrin-specific antibody (mAb86) (37) and reduce binding
to dystroglycan mediated by the LG1–2 domains (16). Moreover,
the V1727F mutation disrupts this conformation, as it decreases
binding to mAb86 and increases binding to dystroglycan (28).
It seems likely that the mutation also alters the conformation
of full-length y+z+ agrin expressed in motoneurons and y+z−
agrin expressed in muscle and that it could thereby impair their
secretion and functional expression. Consequently, we propose
that V1727F contributes along with the Q353X null mutation to
the reduced agrin levels at the NMJ and to the CMS phenotype
(28). In particular, reduced y+z+ agrin levels would impair agrin
signaling critical for NMJ formation and maintenance.

Our finding that the V1727F mutation reduces the functional
levels of y+z+ but not y−z− agrin has another important
implication. Agrin isoforms lacking y and z inserts (y−z−) are
expressed in diverse tissues, including skeletal muscle, heart,
bladder, blood vessels, kidney, cartilage, bone and brain and have
many proposed functions (21,22). Most notably, this includes
roles in erythropoiesis (38), hematopoiesis (39,40), T lymphocyte
activation (41,42), cartilage formation and bone growth (43,44)
and blood–brain–barrier function (45). Indeed, transgenic mice
that express agrin only in motor neurons are considerably
smaller than control littermates and have a mean survival
time of only 50 days (46). Our findings predict that y–z– agrin
levels are only moderately reduced in the patient, however, due
to the Q353X but not the V1727F mutation. Thus, y−z− agrin
function may be largely preserved, which could account for the
apparent absence of defects in other tissues in the patient (such
as anemia, immune dysfunction and skeletal abnormalities).
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Agrin–receptor binding

A second pathogenic mechanism that we identified is that the
V1727F mutation impairs binding to two post-synaptic receptors,
HSPGs and LRP4. These defective interactions likely account
for the decreased ability of agrin V1727F to activate MuSK and
induce post-synaptic AChR clustering (28).

In the case of HSPGs, we found that the V1727F mutation
caused an ∼80% reduction in y4z8 agrin binding to heparin. An
agrin–proteoglycan interaction has been implicated in neuro-
muscular synapse formation, as the y splice insert conferring
heparin binding increases agrin’s synaptogenic activity 5–10-fold
(30,33,34), whereas agrin’s activity is reduced in muscle cell lines
with defective proteoglycan synthesis (30) or treated with hep-
arinase (47). Although genetic experiments in mice demonstrate
that the y insert is not absolutely required for agrin function
(20), these findings indicate that an agrin–proteoglycan interac-
tion enhances agrin’s activity and this is presumably defective
in the V1727F mutant. Most likely, this involves proteoglycans
acting as accessory receptors that facilitate agrin binding to
the LRP4/MuSK signaling complex, as proteoglycans commonly
perform this role in other signaling systems (48,49). Additionally,
agrin–proteoglycan interactions could stabilize later stages of
post-synaptic differentiation via structural mechanisms (15).
Several secreted and transmembrane proteoglycans have been
implicated in vertebrate or Drosophila NMJ formation, including
muscle agrin, perlecan, biglycan, syndecan and glypican (50), and
a recent study demonstrated that agrin binds preferentially to
moderately charged heparan sulfate oligosaccharides on proteo-
glycans (47). However, the identity of the proteoglycan involved
in agrin signaling remains unknown.

Another defect was impaired interaction with LRP4, with
binding of V1727F agrin reduced by ∼82% compared to WT y+z+
agrin. This is surprising as the V1727F mutation lies in the LG2
domain and previous studies have identified the LG3 domain as
the minimal fragment to bind LRP4, activate MuSK and induce
AChR clustering (31,32). On the other hand, the C-terminal LG3
fragment is several hundred-fold less potent than larger agrin
constructs that include the LG2 domain (32), and binding of
antibodies and heparin to the LG2 domain inhibits agrin-induced
MuSK phosphorylation and AChR aggregation (33,37). Together,
these findings demonstrate that the LG2 domain plays an impor-
tant role in LRP4 binding and MuSK activation, although the
molecular mechanism remains unclear. One possibility is that
the LG2 domain forms an additional binding interface with LRP4,
perhaps interacting with the 3 LDLa and 2 EGF repeats that
contribute to agrin binding along with the first beta propeller
domain (51). A second possibility is that the LG2 domain affects
the conformation and availability of the LG3 domain for LRP4
binding. Potentially, the V1727F mutation could alter this confor-
mation (28) and decrease the apparent affinity for LRP4. A third
possibility is that the LG2 domain binds a coreceptor, such as a
HSPG, that increases the local concentration of agrin and facili-
tates its binding to LRP4. This is consistent with the reduced LRP4
binding of WT 0,8 compared to WT 4,8 agrin but requires that a
proteoglycan coreceptor is endogenously expressed in HEK cells.

In summary, we find that the agrin V1727F mutation signif-
icantly impairs binding to both LRP4 and HSPGs, by 4–5-fold in
each case. As the V1727F mutation decreases MuSK activation by
∼10-fold and AChR clustering by ∼100-fold (28), we propose that
the defects in interactions with LRP4 and HSPG may combine
to significantly impair agrin–MuSK signaling and that this is
a second major determinant of the pathogenesis of the dis-
ease. Notably, these functional defects are greatest for neural

y4z8 agrin, where the mutation partially occludes both the y4-
dependent binding to HSPGs and the y4/z8-dependent binding
to LRP4. Thus, as for expression, the pathogenic effects of the
V1727F mutation on receptor binding largely impact y+z+ neural
agrin isoforms.

Molecular basis for pathogenic effects of V1727F
mutation

Our findings demonstrate that the agrin LG2 domain, as well as
the LG3 domain, is critical for agrin’s receptor interactions and
synapse-organizing activity. Interestingly, LG domain repeats in
other molecules like neurexin and perlecan mediate receptor
interactions with many similarities to those of agrin (21,35) and
give potential insight into the pathogenic basis of the V1727F
mutation. Most notably, their receptor interactions usually
involve the LG domain hypervariable surface (35), with adjacent
LG domains either combining to bind a single receptor (52) or
acting independently to bind multiple receptors (53). Moreover,
as in agrin, some interactions are regulated by splicing and/or
conformational changes in the LG domain repeats (35). Thus,
the multiple defects that we observed for the V1727F mutant
(see sections above) are consistent with the agrin LG2 and LG3
domains acting in a combinatorial and highly regulated manner
with their post-synaptic receptors (34).

Our structural modeling provides further clues as to the
pathogenic mechanism of the agrin V1727F mutation. Based
on the mouse agrin LG2 domain structure, valine 1727 lies in
a beta sheet (Fig. 5A) and substitution with a bulkier pheny-
lalanine residue likely disrupts the packing of the beta strands
and impacts the domain structure. Indeed, our modeling of
the mutant LG2 domain using Rosetta predicts changes in the
loops on the hypervariable surface, and most notably in the β10–
11 loop that contains the y splice site insert KSRK. Consistent
with this, we found that the V1727F mutation impaired both
secretion of y4 agrin and y4 dependent binding to HSPGs. This
suggests the following molecular model for how the V1727F
mutation might disrupt the structure and function of y+z+ agrin
(Fig. 8). Previous studies show that the y and z splice inserts
induce a conformational change in agrin and also contribute
to HSPG and LRP4 binding, respectively. We propose (i) that the
V1727F mutation impairs this conformational change, resulting
in a structure that is intermediary between y+z+ and y−z−
agrin. This decreases binding to LRP4 and neural agrin-specific
antibody mAb86, but increases binding to alpha dystroglycan
(αDG). We further propose (ii) that the V1727F mutation distorts
the y splice insert on the LG2 hypervariable surface and thereby
impairs binding to HSPGs. This loss of HSPG coreceptor function
further decreases agrin–LRP4/MuSK interaction. Together, these
molecular defects combine to significantly impair agrin–MuSK
signaling and disrupt the structure and function of the NMJ.

In summary, we have identified multiple pathogenic effects
of the agrin V1727F mutation that decrease its functional levels
and ability to bind HSPG and LRP4 coreceptors critical for MuSK
signaling and synaptic differentiation. These deficits largely
impair the function of neural y4z8 agrin and consequently
account for the severe CMS observed in the patient and the
absence of deficits in other tissues.

Materials and Methods
Agrin constructs and production of soluble agrin

Previously, we reported two novel, heteroallelic mutations in
AGRN: a nonsense mutation p.Q353X and a missense mutation
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Figure 8. Model for pathogenic effects of V1727F mutation on agrin function. A molecular model for how the V1727F mutation selectively disrupts the conformation of

y+z+ agrin and its receptor interactions. In y−z− agrin, the conformation of the LG1–3 domains favor binding to αDG. In y+z+ agrin, the y and z inserts (loops) induce a

change in conformation (straight line) and contribute to HSPG and LRP4 binding, respectively. We propose that agrin binding to LRP4 (and subsequent MuSK activation)

involves the LG2 as well as the LG3 domain. Potentially, the LG2 domain could bind directly to LRP4 (a) or to a HSPG accessory receptor (b) that indirectly facilitates

agrin binding to LRP4. In the V1727F mutant (asterisk), the conformation is intermediary between y+z+ and y−z− agrin (angled line) and binding to HSPG and LRP4 is

impaired (X).

p.V1727F (using GenBank NM 198576.2 and NP 940978.2 as ref-
erence; 28). To express the agrin variants we used a pFlag-CMV1
vector encoding the C-terminal half of rat agrin (Fig. 1), which
has 88% identity to the human sequence (28). This construct
(denoted as T1-Ag) contains amino-terminal Flag and His6 epi-
tope tags but is otherwise equivalent to the C-Ag construct used
previously to generate soluble agrin for MuSK activation and
AChR clustering assays (30,33). The y+z+ (y4z8) and y−z− (y0z0)
splice variants and the V1727F mutation were generated and
characterized in previous studies (28,30).

To generate soluble agrin, we transfected COS cells with the
T1-Ag constructs using Fugene and collected the conditioned
media after 2–3 days. We then determined the concentration
of agrin by immunoblotting with anti-agrin antibody and com-
paring the signal with a known amount of purified agrin, as
previously described (30). Agrin was used at a concentration of
∼25 nm for heparin binding and 10 nm for LRP4 binding assays.

Agrin expression

To assay agrin expression, we transfected COS cells with T1-
Ag constructs encoding WT and V1727F y+z+ (y4z8) and y−z−
(y0z0) agrin. After 1 day of expression, we collected the con-
ditioned media containing soluble, secreted agrin. The trans-
fected cells were then rinsed in PBS, collected and extracted in
phosphate buffer containing 0.5% Triton, 5 mm EDTA and Halt
protease inhibitor cocktail (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Waltham,
MA). Samples of the conditioned media (1/100th of total) and
lysate (1/10th of total) were run on 7% polyacrylamide gels
and immunoblotted with rabbit anti-agrin antibody and IR680-
conjugated secondary antibody. Signals were visualized with an
Odyssey Fc imager and quantified with Image Studio software.

Agrin–heparin binding

To assay heparin binding, agrin WT and V1727F conditioned
media were diluted with Hepes buffer (20 mm Hepes, 150 mm
NaCl, pH 7.3) to a concentration of 25 nm and incubated with
50 μl of heparin-Sepharose beads for 4 h at 4◦C. The beads were
then pelleted, washed three times in Hepes buffer and bound
agrin eluted by boiling in SDS-loading buffer. Unbound (His6-
tagged) agrin was then sequentially isolated from the media
supernatant by incubating with 30 μl of Ni-beads (Talon metal
affinity resin, Clontech, Palo Alto, CA) for 2 h at 4◦C. The beads
were pelleted, washed three times in Hepes buffer plus 5 mm
imidazole and bound agrin eluted as above. The heparin- and Ni-

bead isolates were run on a 7% polyacrylamide gel and detected
by immunoblotting with anti-agrin antibody.

Agrin–LRP4 binding

To assay LRP4 binding, we transfected HEK cells grown on 8-
well glass chamber slides (Lab-Tek, Rochester, NY) with pcDNA3
vector encoding full-length LRP4 (gift of Dr Joachim Herz, UT
Southwestern). After 2 days of expression, we incubated the live
cells with 50 nm WT or V1727F agrin for 30 min. After washing,
the cells were fixed in methanol and bound agrin was detected
with monoclonal antibody (mAb131) that is specific for rat agrin
and AF594-conjugated secondary antibody. The labeled culture
slides were viewed with a Zeiss Axioplan 2 IE fluorescence
microscope, and digital images were acquired with an Axiocam
MRM camera and Axiovision software. Identical exposure times
were used for all conditions. In some experiments, we detected
agrin binding with an anti-Flag antibody or utilized an LRP4
construct tagged with mCherry (gift of Dr Steven Burden, New
York University) in order to assess colocalization of agrin and
LRP4.

Binding of WT and V1727F agrin to LRP4 was quantified using
an On-cell Western assay. These experiments were performed
as described above, except that bound agrin was detected with
anti-agrin antibody (mAb131) and IR680-conjugated anti-mouse
secondary antibody. Signals were visualized with an Odyssey
Fc imager, and total binding was quantified for each well
using Image Studio software. Non-specific binding was deter-
mined using sham-transfected cells and subtracted from the
total values.

Structural modeling of agrin

Homology modeling of agrin structure region from S1633 to
G1819 was performed using Rosetta structural modeling soft-
ware (54–56) and x-ray structure of the G2 domain of agrin
from Mus musculus (PDB ID: 3PVE) as a template. Missing loop
regions in the 3PVE template structure (between residues F1654
and M1662 and also T1684 and G1686) and the KSRK insert site
(between residues P1751 and V1756) were modeled de novo using
the cyclic coordinate descent loop modeling approach (57). A
total of 10 000 agrin models were generated and the 1000 lowest
energy models were clustered (58) with a root mean square
deviation threshold of 0.5 Å between Cα atoms. The top cluster
agrin model was used to generate all atom relaxed models of the
WT and V1727F mutant using Rosetta relax application (59–62).
All structural figures were generated using the UCSF Chimera

NM_198576.2
NP_940978.2
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package (63). Structural coordinates of agrin models shown in
this study are available upon request.

Statistical Analysis

The data for all experiments were analyzed using ANOVA and
Tukey’s post-test (GraphPad Prism8, San Diego, CA), and n refers
to the number of independent transfection or pulldown experi-
ments. In all graphs, the bars represent the mean and error bars
represent the SEM, and individual data points are superimposed
to indicate the spread of data.

Supplementary Material
Supplementary Material is available at HMG online.
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